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The weekly newsletters bring the updates on the science, battered and bruised during the pandemic, 
legal updates and impact of activism for a just society, across the world. These are small steps to 
promote Transparency, Empowerment and Accountability – the ethos of the UHO.
Ivermectin Lawsuits Revived in USA courts
A US Court recently revived a lawsuit by three doctors who said that the FDA overstepped its 
authority in running a campaign against the use of Ivermectin for treatment of Covid-19. The FDA 
resorted to slogans like, “You are not a horse,” implying that Ivermectin is a drug for animals and not 
humans. The doctors alleged that due to the FDA’s inappropriate messaging the doctors who used 
ivermectin faced setbacks in their professional career. 
In the past the Association of American Physicians and Surgeons had also issued a statement that the 
FDA misled the public about Ivermectin and should be accountable in Court. 
It would be interesting to see the outcome of these lawsuits around the world as the Indian Bar 
Association had served a notice  in May 2021 to Dr Soumya Swaminathan who was the WHO chief 
scientist then for allegedly spreading false information on the use of Ivermectin for treating Covid. 
Dr. Fauci invokes a mathematical absurdity to defend masks
For nearly 3 years (2020-2022), masks were forced on much of the world, including children, on 
whom it caused significant harms, including physical harm and developmental delays. In January 
2023, a meta-analysis study of various randomised controlled trials (RCTs), considered as the highest 
form of scientific evidence concluded: “Wearing masks in the community probably makes little or no 
difference to the outcome of influenza‐like illness (ILI)/COVID‐19 like illness compared to not 
wearing masks”. After promoting masks for long, the mainstream media channel CNN finally 
questioned Dr. Fauci on 01 September 2023, the leading universal masking proponent, on this 
evidence.
Dr. Fauci’s response was revealing. He claimed that masks offered protection at the “individual 
level”, but the effects were not as strong at a societal level. Mathematically, this claim makes no sense
whatsoever. If the likelihood of infection is reduced at the individual level, such reduction will show 
up at the societal level if everyone is masked up: this is basic probability. Furthermore, masks were 
always mandated on everyone while claiming not individual benefit but societal benefit. However, 
having mandated masks for all and robbing millions of children of normal social development for 3 
years, Dr. Fauci was forced to invoke a mathematical absurdity to defend the indefensible.
Other instances of such “math murder” in the Covid-19 response, are documented in the book     “Math 
Murder in Media Manufactured Madness”. Although masks have been promoted as “scientific”, they 
were anything but. Debate is the method of science, and the call for debate on “Did masks prevent 
Covid spread or promote anxiety spread” has remained unanswered since June 2022.
Anthony Fauci continues to misinform the people at a time when fear mongering among rising Covid-
19 cases has started again in the USA with some institutions calling for mask mandates. Some 
responsible media persons have condemned this ongoing sensationalizing of the recent insignificant 
rise in Covid-19 cases. Science journalist David Zweig called the bluff saying, “The use of this 
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https://edition.cnn.com/videos/us/2023/09/02/anthony-fauci-masks-donald-trump-smerconish-vpx.cnn
https://www.cochranelibrary.com/cdsr/doi/10.1002/14651858.CD006207.pub6/full
https://uho.org.in/files/unmask-kids.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/hd5tkc22yni4len/mask-debate.pdf?dl=0
https://www.theepochtimes.com/us/fauci-touts-face-masks-while-admitting-to-ineffectiveness-5485677?utm_source=goodeveningnoe&src_src=goodeveningnoe&utm_campaign=gv-2023-09-04&src_cmp=gv-2023-09-04&utm_medium=email&est=lAcNTygqflPBj1GHTkYVqyKR0%2FxypdXCmaMFsrkqLfhXa5E17cPNndUfmMKR
https://www.theepochtimes.com/us/fauci-touts-face-masks-while-admitting-to-ineffectiveness-5485677?utm_source=goodeveningnoe&src_src=goodeveningnoe&utm_campaign=gv-2023-09-04&src_cmp=gv-2023-09-04&utm_medium=email&est=lAcNTygqflPBj1GHTkYVqyKR0%2FxypdXCmaMFsrkqLfhXa5E17cPNndUfmMKR
https://bhaskaranraman.in/
https://theprint.in/india/bar-association-serves-legal-notice-to-who-chief-scientist-over-ivermectin-guidelines/676672/
https://www.globenewswire.com/en/news-release/2022/09/30/2526138/22503/en/The-FDA-Misled-the-Public-About-Ivermectin-and-Should-Be-Accountable-in-Court-Argues-the-Association-of-American-Physicians-and-Surgeons-AAPS.html
https://apnews.com/article/coronavirus-ivermectin-fda-doctors-lawsuit-bbc8d4fc726c08940ae4b0dad70170e0
https://uho.org.in/
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hyperbolic language by so many media outlets that over-dramatizes risk skirts very close to 
misinformation.”
More concerning is that masks can harm. A German study    concluded, “Circumstantial evidence 
exists that extended mask use may be related to current observations of stillbirths and to reduced
verbal motor and overall cognitive performance in children born during the pandemic. A need 
exists to reconsider mask mandates.” Similar concerns have been expressed by a Korean study. 
Indian Media defend the jab at all costs reading beyond the findings of an imperfect study
While Western experts like Fauci continue to be obsessed with the efficacy of masks against all 
evidence, Indian experts continue to defend the jabs at all costs jumping to conclusions from 
sloppy studies aided by the media perhaps with an eye on the release of a movie on the 
Pandemic titled “The Vaccine War.” Scientists and the media are venturing beyond liaisons with
the pharma to step into the more glamorous Bollywood scene! 
“Covid vax doesn’t raise risk of heart attacks: Study,” reads the headline   in one of India’s 
leading newspapers. It is such a reassuring message. On critical reading of the original study, a 
number of flaws could be identified. The study was done among hospitalized patients only with 
only one type of heart attack. It particularly did not study,   cases of sudden deaths in young 
people who failed to reach the hospital. Being an improvised study it has many more limitations 
which have been discussed   lucidly for benefit of the lay person by our data scientist. 
UHO believes that such misreading of the study results beyond its scope to give the vaccines a 
clean chit, with good intentions perhaps, amounts to misinformation and is irresponsible. At 
stake are young lives. 
South African Government was bullied by pharmaceutical companies to sign contracts
The nonprofit organization Health Justice Initiative recently released document showing that the 
South African Government was bullied   by global pharmaceuticals to sign costlier contracts for 
vaccines compared to wealthier countries. The companies involved were Pfizer, Johnson and 
Johnson, Covax, and the Serum Institute of India. The contracts had clauses for indemnity, 
sweeping waivers for adverse effects, and vaccine injury compensation to be paid by the 
government. 
With global health bodies like the WHO being heavily funded by pharmaceutical companies, it 
is a matter of grave concern that in case the proposed WHO pandemic treaty comes in force 
there will be more bullying of world governments as the WHO and drug corporate will operate 
in tandem. We should question whether the WHO is also being bullied by these corporates? In 
that case the WHO should be disqualified and disbanded in the interest of humanity. 
Unless the world community wakes up, the future appears bleak. 
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https://www.iol.co.za/news/politics/big-pharma-bullied-sa-govt-on-covid-19-vaccines-newly-released-contracts-obtained-by-health-justice-initiative-show-8c6b4add-3582-4fdb-82bd-4ed3a35b8c1f
https://www.counterview.net/2023/09/fundamental-data-flaws-in-study.html
https://www.counterview.net/2023/09/jabs-study-science-takes-backseat.html#more
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0291090#pone-0291090-t002
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/covid-vaccination-doesnt-raise-risk-of-heart-attacks-study/articleshow/103333147.cms?from=mdr
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC10112860/
https://www.cell.com/heliyon/fulltext/S2405-8440(23)01324-5?_returnURL=https%3A%2F%2Flinkinghub.elsevier.com%2Fretrieve%2Fpii%2FS2405844023013245%3Fshowall%3Dtrue
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